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Summary: "Kirby makes a passionate case for captivity as the
reason orcas become killers (and) tells the story like a thriller.
We probably can''t free the orcas in captivity today, but we
could make the current group of captive killer whales the last."
--Wall Street Journal "A chilling depiction. Kirby lays out a
compelling scientific argument against killer whale captivity"
New Scientist "A gripping inspection. Hard to put down." --
Booklist (***Starred Review) "Brilliantly and intensively
researched and conveyed with clarity and thoughtfulness,
Kirby's work of high-quality non-fiction busts the whale debate
wide open. Reads like a thriller and horrifies like Hannibal
Lector." --San Francisco Book Review FIVE STARS "Kirby places
this much-publicized tragic incident within the context of
decades of warnings by marine biologists and animal
advocates about the risks of keeping these giant predators in
captivity. A real-life scientific thriller." -- Barnes and Noble "As
David Kirby so eloquently documents in this timely work, killer-
whale captivity only benefits the captors. It is impossible to
read 'Death at SeaWorld' and come to any other conclusion." -
Jane Goodall, Ph.D., D.B.E., Founder, the Jane...
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This ebook is really gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and useful. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Leopold Hills-- Leopold Hills

Totally among the finest publication I actually have at any time study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I found out this publication from my dad and i suggested this pdf to discover.
-- K a r ola nn Deckow IV-- K a r ola nn Deckow IV
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